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Shearsman Books, United Kingdom, 2009. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Greek Passages is a set of 105 prose-poems derived from
four sojourns in Greece, mostly in the vicinity of Argos and thus at the hub of early Greek power.
The structure is entirely diurnal, building each poem from the day s events, so that cognizance of
monumental historical figures and events infiltrate from outside into notes of fauna, ruins, the
news, books about Greece or not, American music listened to, pleasant dinners, dreams of northern
England etcetera. Two shorter stays on the west coast of the Peloponnese furnish beginning and
ending sections of a gentler, more lyrical cast, and there are interruptive excursions, mostly to the
remains of cities and wars. Everywhere what is presented to the eyes is the starting-point for a
poetical process creating lenses in location and sense. Greece is not elsewhere, it is there at the
bottom of the garden; we speak it every day, and its stories are meshed into our meanings. The very
words we use echo the passage of populations from east to west and back across Greece, entwined
with further movements between Africa...
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Thorough guide! Its this sort of very good study. Yes, it really is play, nonetheless an interesting and amazing literature. You may like the way the blogger
create this ebook.
-- Da m eon Hetting er-- Da m eon Hetting er

These sorts of publication is the perfect pdf accessible. It is filled with wisdom and knowledge You are going to like the way the author write this book.
-- Sunny Thom pson-- Sunny Thom pson
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